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I can't lib without you Valentine!

It was a snowy and cold February in Fairfield, Connecticut. All of the students in Mrs. Proper Noun fourth

grade class at Burr Elementary School were getting a little tired of having indoor recess. One day they decided

that they would surprise Mrs. Proper Noun with a Winter Olympics Party. They decided to split into three

teams - a Red Team, a White Team and a Blue Team and each team was responsible for organizing a different

event. Kyle, Thomas, Grant, Will and Michael headed up the Red Team - they decided to set up a curling

stadium in the parking lot outside the gym. They took large buckets of water and dumped them all outside. Not

to be outdone, the Blue Team of Ethan, Jack, Zara, Katie and _____ decided to set up a hockey rink outside the

front of the school. It was already so icy on the soccer field all they had to do was to ask Mr. Ken to set up the

nets and bring all of their extra hockey sticks from home. The White Team members thought it would be fun to

have a long distance snowball throwing contest. __________________ made 100 snowballs and put them in

buckets and set up cones as markers to measure the distance. Ethan was in charge of team spirit and recruited his

grandma Nancy to make up long sleeve tshirts for each of the teams to wear. On the day of the party, everyone

was very quiet and tried to pretend that it was a regular day. At 11:00, there was an announcement asking

everyone in 4S to get on their boots, hats and coats and go to the front of the school. There were streamers and

balloons! Everyone was so excited and each of the teams manned their stations, Everyone had so much fun and

Mrs. Proper Noun was very surprised!

There was one more surprise! Jenny, Alexa and Olivia thought it would be really fun to set up an ice Ice Cream

Bar outside of the school. They froze a table and loaded it up with different kinds of nut-free ice cream and lots

of



toppings like Skittles and chocolate sprinkles! Everyone made a sundae to celebrate - even thought it is cold in

Connecticut, it is never too cold for some ice cream with friends!
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